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Case Study: 
Film&Film Wrapping System

Farmer/Contractor 
Operation:  
Dai & Paul Brute 

Location: Brecon, Wales

Father and son Dai and Paul Brute run 
a successful agricultural contracting 
business baling 20,000 bales each year 
alongside their 400 acre beef, sheep and 
arable farm in Mid Wales.  As part of their 
contracting enterprise they offer the latest 
development in baling and wrapping 
techniques known as Film&Film Wrapping 
on their McHale Fusion combi-wrapper. 
Film&Film Wrapping is the combined use 
of Baletite net replacement film to secure 
the bale along with SilotitePro balewrap.

In 2012 the Brutes were offered one of 
only two McHale Fusion 2 prototype 
machines available in the UK at the time 
with the unique ability to apply Baletite net 
replacement film instead of net around 
the circumference of the bale.  

Paul, along with machine operator Gavin, 
conduct most of the baled silage work 
so it was their job to test the Film&Film 
wrapping system. Their first job was 
to bale and wrap some 1st cut grass 
silage on their own farm. They wrapped 
half of the field with net & 4 layers of 
black balewrap and the other half the 
field with 4 turns of net replacement film 
followed by 4 layers of black balewrap. 
The net replacement film performed 
well. This gave them the confidence to 
test out the Film&Film Wrapping system 

with a customer, so they then baled 
and wrapped a small amount of 1st cut 
wholecrop, peas and barley in warm, 
sunny but quite dusty conditions. They 
were impressed by the performance 
of the Baletite net replacement film, 
especially in the dusty conditions. As 
part of their trials, they also tried the new 
generation SilotitePro silage stretchfilm – 
a downgauged, pre-orientated balewrap 
that offers significantly more film per reel. 
This additional reel length enables the 
production of more bales per reel whilst 
reducing the number of reel changes 
necessary, which meant reduced 
downtime in the field for Paul and Gavin.

Impressed by the results so far, Paul and 
Gavin then applied Film&Film Wrapping 
(using four turns of Baletite followed by 
4 layers of SilotitePro) to 2nd cut grass 
silage taken from four small fields on the 
family farm destined to be fed to some of 
their 600 sheep the following winter.  
A total of forty bales were made from the 
four fields.

Both films performed well and ran 
trouble-free for the duration of the job. 
The bales were very cylindrical in shape – 
very dense, compact bales, with defined 
edges and flat-end profiles.  



Greater bale density

Easier  recycling

Easier handling 
and feeding

02

Enhanced oxygen 
barrier

Enhances quality silage 

More efficient balewrapping 
process

According to Gavin: 

“It took the same amount 
of time and effort to load and 
prepare the reel of Baletite 
ready for baling as it does net 
wrap. No more, no less, no 
easier, no harder. And it was 
great not having to get out of 
the tractor cab so often 
to change the rolls of 
SilotitePro balewrap”

On opening the bales the following winter 
the visual differences between the netted 
bales and the Film&Film bales were 
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 Covers the full width of the bale 
from edge to edge

 Provides an additional oxygen 
barrier to aid crop conservation

 Creates, tighter, more compact 
bales thereby reducing storage 
requirements

 100% recyclable – can be recycled 
together with balewrap – no need 
to separate

 Smooth surface – easier to open 
and use

 Highly effective 5 layer structure - 
robust enough to withstand rigours 
of modern, complex wrapping 
machinery

 This optimised film is better placed 
to withstand tough, stemmy, 
forage crops

 Greater resistance to oxygen 
ingress. Creates an effective 
oxygen barrier - critical to the 
ensiling process

 More bales per reel meaning more 
bales per hour, less waste, less 
reel changes and lower recycling 
costs

www.silotite.com

Once combined, 
Twice as good.

astonishing. Whilst the netted bales had 
large patches of mould from where the 
bales had been damaged by birds, the 
Baletite bales were free from mould, even 
where the balewrap had been damaged.  
Seeing such an improvement in silage 
quality and reduced mould coverage 
gave the Brutes the confidence to extend 
their Film&Film Wrapping services to 
their customer base the following year 
(2013). Increased demand for Film&Film 
Wrapping in 2014 later allowed the Brutes 
to trade-in their prototype Fusion 2 and 
upgrade to the latest Film&Film Wrapping 
technology in the form of a McHale 
Fusion 3 Plus – one of a rapidly increasing 
number in the UK. 

      


